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Voice for media — why now?
VOICE IS THERE ALREADY

A deluge of references point to a positive trend in voice
interactions. We could show you that eMarketer expects over
40% of the Internet-connected US population to own smart
speakers by 2021. We could talk about how 80% of
smartphone owners under the age of 30 use a voice assistant.
We could also point to PWC, who say that 71% of people
prefer to search through voice than with a keyboard.

71% of people
prefer to search
through voice
than with a
keyboard.

You likely already know, though, that voice is here and it’s
making an impact. You can’t avoid seeing it in your home, onthe-go, and in the public consciousness. What’s more
interesting is why voice is important now.
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USERS WANT TO BE IN CONTROL

For consumers, conversational interfaces such as voice are the first opportunity they have to be
in control of what they want to do. Try thinking about an average website or mobile app. Even
when designers try to accommodate users, they are ultimately dictating a very specific means of
interaction. “You can click on this link here, or this link here, and here’s the search box.” is what
the layout says to visitors.
It’s the same, or even worse, with traditional site search. Often, users approach search by trying
to figure out what words and phrases the people who created the content used. The situation is
even worse for consumers who have a very specific need--the consumers who you most want to
be able to find their content. They have to go through the mental calculation of saying to
themselves, “I want this very specific thing and I would ask for it this way, but I think that people
who make websites would say it that way.”

This often leads to multiple revisions of the search query, or even abandoning the search
altogether. (While looking for something specific on web or mobile is a pain, we haven’t even
mentioned the absolute tedium that is endemic to searching on a television through a
traditional remote.)
Voice reverses this expectation. Consumers who have become used to Amazon Alexa and
Google Assistant now expect to be able to speak similarly to how they would speak to a human.
Indeed, recall that PWC found that nearly 3 out of 4 users prefer searching through voice. For the
first time, consumers expect applications to come to them. It doesn’t matter where they are, or
what platform they’re on. If they’re speaking out loud, they want to be understood. And,
increasingly, this is transferring over to traditional, text search: they are starting to wonder why
they have to reduce even their textual requests to simple keywords at all.
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MEDIA ARE THE #1 CONTENT CONSUMED ON SMART SPEAKERS

Media companies especially are well-positioned for taking advantage of voice and voice search. If
your company traffics in audio, then you should know that 17% of all audio listening at home
happens on smart speakers, are further 31% on mobile devices. This means that around half of
audio listening happens on devices with voice input. By its very nature, audio on these devices is
tailored for voice interactions.
Just as important is the growth of the “hearable” market led by Amazon, Google, and Apple.
Amazon’s Echo Buds and Apple’s EarPods give listeners an always-available smart assistant, even
away from the home or the car. Amazon and Google are further expanding their reach through
partnerships with headphone manufacturers. What we see here is the growth of “ambient voice”
interactions that likewise expand where media consumption is happening.
Finally, now is the time for voice for a reason so simple that we almost might leave it unstated.
While voice interactions are growing, voice is utterly and naturally dominated by media. Yes,
certainly voice is useful for the smart home, and consumers are searching for information about
locations and products on voice. But still, listening to music and podcasts, pulling up television
programs, or listening to audiobooks are all the primary interactions people turn to on smart
speakers. Watch anyone who gets a smart speaker for the first time and see what they do first.
They’ll almost certainly want to begin consuming media.

WITHOUT VOICE

STEP 1
Unlock phone

STEP 2
Find, then open app

STEP 3
Type in search bar

STEP 4
Find the right result

WITH VOICE

STEP 1
Ask

Hey Google, can you play
my favorite playlist?

STEP 2
Enjoy

Sure! Playing “Urban Pop”
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Hi Google

What can I do for you?

😊

"For the first time, consumers expect
applications to come to them."

Why voice for media now?
Because consumers believe that apps should meet their way of speaking, media companies have
the challenge of building experiences that users enjoy, find easy to use, and thus promote repeat
usage. This is, at its core, a search and discovery problem.
BUILT-IN NLU IS INSUFFICIENT

Voice-first applications, like those on Alexa and Google Assistant, need search backing because
the built-in natural language understanding (NLU) is not always sufficient for matching requests
to content. The NLU can determine intents (what a user wants to do) and entities (what “items”
the user wants to specify such as show names or season numbers), but these can be rather rigid.
Indeed, using the built-in NLU alone often sends searchers back to the “anticipate what the app
wants me to do” model.
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Consider a viewer asking for an episode of a television show. Most voice-first applications will
expect that viewer to know the exact name of the show, and the exact name or number of the
episode. Most viewers will fail here. Even if they don’t fail, the NLU might, such as when the user
says “play another Reply All podcast episode” and the overly-constrained NLU assumes that the
podcast name is another Reply All.
Search will improve the experience because a viewer can speak more naturally and a search
engine will use filtering and full text search to return the right result. This way, a query including a
bit of the episode title, a piece of the show title, and some of the description will match a result.
In an “entity-only” application, the viewer may never find that episode because none of the
values are an exact match, or the developer hasn’t anticipated how the viewer would phrase
a query.

Between the built-in NLU and the
application, the search engine
ensures that any spoken query
will match a result.

NATURAL LANGUAGE SEARCHES REQUIRE FULL-TEXT SEARCH AND FILTERING

That combination of filtering and full-text search is important. Filtering alone, as most voice
applications do through entity values, is unnecessarily strict. Full-text search, meanwhile, is
unnecessarily broad. Filters help us to limit our search to what we know is correct, and then fulltext search lets the user be expansive in their requests. “I want an episode of The Fresh Prince
where Will meets his father.” Here we are looking specifically for episodes, specifically for the
show The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air, and we leave the full text search to match on the “un-taggable”
information such as the plot description.
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PERSONALIZATION BUILDS RELATIONSHIPS

Personalization is also an opportunity to improve voice search.
Even more than textual search, because a voice result has to be
just one result, and it needs to be the right result for the right time.
A listener who regularly listens to programming podcasts will want
different results when asking for “Android” than a listener
interested in consumer electronics. Personalization helps create a
real relationship through conversation.
It’s the relationship building that presents the greatest opportunity
for media companies. Voice applications provide you the chance
to be with consumers wherever they are, whenever they think
about you. If they are on the bus, they can ask their smartphones
or earbuds. On the couch, they ask their televisions. And in the
kitchen, they can ask their smart speakers. With voice applications
that truly work, your brand is no more than a spoken request away
at all times.

“Voice search requires more precision
and has low tolerance for weak results”.
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Qualities of good voice experiences
Whether an app is voice-first or voice is simply one part of a larger interaction model, every good
voice experience will do two things above all else. First, it will match a user to information
quicker than typing or tapping. Second, it will anticipate user requests.
HANDLES NATURAL LANGUAGE QUIRKS

As we’ve already seen, the quickest way to match requests to information is to reduce the
corpus being searched by first applying filters, and then getting exact through full text search.
This can be done by combining search with an NLU platform that will detect intents, or search
can stand on its own, especially in cases such as a mobile app where search is the only intent
because users won’t ask for help or to return to previous results--requests that are best handled
by NLU. Whichever direction you take, you search also needs to be able to:

Handle variations of keywords, such as plural and singular forms and synonyms,
plus decompounding for languages such as German and Dutch

Remove inconsequential stop words like “what” and “the” that don’t provide
value to a search query.

Match on the most important part of the query in cases where the full query
matches no results.
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FILTERS DOWN THE HAYSTACK

It also needs to have the capability to automatically filter down or boost results based on specific
attributes. Voice searchers are significantly more likely to filter through the query itself. On smart
speakers, of course, they have no other choice. But even on mobile, they will generally prefer to
speak their filters. That’s why it’s so useful to have search that will automatically detect filter
values in a request and apply them to the query.

Initial output from the built-in NLU:

What is the song sung in the 90s
by Nirvana that’s about teens?

When we examine that query, we can see
plenty of necessary improvements.

Same query after processing by the Search Engine:
SYNONYMS
90s - nineties

What is the song sung in the 90s by
Nirvana that’s about teens?
FILTERS
Artist: Nirvana
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MAKES THE CONVERSATION PERSONAL

Finally, if we pull in personalization, we can make the discovery of content even easier. Users no
longer need to introduce their interests with every query. Instead, they can say simply what’s
relevant at that time.
Now, if we know that the user prefers short podcasts, our personalization can filter to boost
those under 15 minutes long. This is a much better experience than requiring a query that
includes everything said explicitly, even the otherwise implicit context.

Initial output from the built-in NLU:

I want a podcast about JavaScript

Same query enhanced by the Search Engine with personalized parameters

I want a podcast about JavaScript
PERSONALISATION
less than 15 minutes
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EVERYTHING TOGETHER

Let’s combine it all and look at a specific example of how an audiobook company can take a
voice search and return great results.

Initial output from the built-in NLU:

Search for books in history about the
industrial revolution’s impact on literature

First off, let’s strip out words that don’t help
us get to a result. In our case, for example,
we know that every action will be a search,
so we shouldn’t consider that part of the
query. And stop words like “the” and “in”
don’t add much value either.
Already you can look at what the user asked

Search for books in history
about the industrial revolution’s
impact on literature

and see a query that appears similar to the
traditional keyword-based searches,
without putting that work on the user.
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Let’s continue. Books and book are
effectively the same, and some records
might contain the plural and some the
singular. We should consider them equal. As
for history, records might list that as history,
historical studies, or historical nonfiction.

BOOK / BOOKS

Search for books in history
about the HISTORY
industrial
revolution’s
- HISTORICAL
STUDIES - HISTORICAL
impact
on literature
NONFICTION

We can use alternatives for plurals and
synonyms.

If the audio books have tags, we might even
be able to filter down to only include the
history books so that there aren’t any errant
ITEM

CATEGORY

Search for books in history
about the industrial revolution’s
impact on literature
QUERY

biographies, sports, or novels. That will give
us a more targeted index to search when
we pass along the remaining part of the
query: industrial revolution’s impact on
literature. There might be no record that
matches all of those keywords, so we’ll
prefer those that match the highest
number, so that a record that contains
literature in the industrial revolution isn’t
unfairly counted out as not a good match.

PERSONALISATION
tag: has_study_materials

Finally, we’ll pull in personalization. Our
listener often buys audiobooks that come
with study aids, so we’ll boost up all of the
records that are tagged as
has_study_materials.
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Conclusion
If you want inspiration, look to the big players in media to see how seriously they are taking this
opportunity. Spotify’s got voice search in their app for the on-the-go users. Amazon has added
voice search in Fire TV to avoid the “search by remote” problem. Google has voice input at the
very core of its apps such as YouTube.
While working with customers who have implemented voice search into their skills and apps, we
have seen one thing above all: the speed that this is growing is immense. It’s growing through
more and more companies implementing voice. It’s growing through better tooling and new
platforms. And it’s growing through increased expectations on the part of users. Media
companies who continue to put off voice will fall behind, and companies who implement voice
poorly will have disappointed customers who don’t give second chances easily. Voice search,
we’ve seen repeatedly, not only improves, but often makes or breaks the modern user
experience. Media companies must get on board.
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ABOUT ALGOLIA
Algolia is a search and discovery solution that engages users by
connecting their intent with most relevant content,
personalized for each user, and delivered in real-time on the
device and platform of their choice. We fuel your digital
strategy with sophisticated search technologies like voice
search. Our globally distributed infrastructure and flexibility to
support any language makes it easy to extend a consistent
search experience to every corner of the globe.
Algolia helps over 8,500 companies, including iFlix, France.tv,
Medium and Twitch, drive engagement and increase loyalty
with search and discovery.
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